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Abstract 
Abiteboul, S. and E. Simon, Fundamental properties of deterministic and nondeterministic 
extensions of Datalog, Theoretical Computer Science 78 (1991) 137-158. 
Fundamental properties of deterministic and nondeterministic extensions of Datalog from 
Abiteboul and Vianu (1988) are studied. The extensions involve the use of negative literals both 
in bodies and heads of rules. Negative literals in heads are interpreted as deletions. A deterministic 
semantics is obtained by firing in parallel all applicable rules. The nondeterministic semantics 
results from firing (nondeterministically) one rule at a time. In the nondeterministic case, programs 
do not describe functions but relations between database states. In both cases, the result is an 
increase in expressive power over Datalog. The price for it is that programs do not always 
terminate. We study when a program (i) is such that on a given input, all its successful computations 
reach a unique fixpoint, (ij) yields at least one output on every input and (iii) has only loop-free 
computations. We also show how to simulate programs containing loops by loop-free programs. 
1. Introduction 
The deductive database area is primarily concerned with the study of the logic 
programming paradigm as a way of querying a database. The Datalog query language 
(a pure Horn clause language) is a toy representative of logic-based query languages. 
A lot of effort has been devoted to its optimization [7]. Recently, many proposals 
emerged to develop extensions of Datalog with increased expressive power, provid-
ing forms of nonmonotonic reasoning (see, for instance [II, 8,2,6, 10]). The focus 
of the present paper is the study of extensions of Datalog proposed in [4,5]. These 
extensions form the basis of implementation efforts [9] for so-called production-rule 
systems. The price to pay for the increased power is that nice properties of Datalog 
are lost, such as the existence of a least fixpoint, and the guarantee of program 
termination. In the present paper, we consider some of these fundamental properties 
and study under which restrictions such desirable properties continue to hold. Such 
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studies are crucial if one hopes to offer database interfaces based on these more 
powerful rule-based languages. 
We consider two main extensions of Datalog. The first extension (Datalog '*) 
allows negations in both the bodies and heads of rules, (the -, indicates that negations 
are allowed in bodies and the * that they are allowed in heads). Negations in heads 
of rules are interpreted as deletions. This allows invalidating a previously asserted 
fact, which is a key aspect of database updates. A second extension allows multiple 
literals in heads of rules that are either positive or negative. We call this extension 
N-Datalog '*. Different semantics are assigned to these languages, which entail two 
families of deterministic and nondeterministic languages. The choice between deter-
ministic and nondeterministic semantics results from the choice to consider one 
possible application of a rule at one time, or to apply all possible instantiations of 
the rules in parallel. The deterministic semantics is assigned to Datalog '* programs. 
The nondeterministic semantics is assigned to N-Datalog '* programs ("N" stands 
for nondeterministic.) These two languages can be viewed both as query languages 
and as update languages. We will therefore distinguish between query programs that 
do not modify the input relations and (arbitrary) programs that may modify them. 
The expressive power of these languages is studied in [4] and bridges with 
procedural languages of [3] are exhibited. Connections between these languages 
and fixpoint extensions of first-order logic are investigated in [5]. 
We consider here three important properties of the Datalog extensions: 
(1) The first property, called totalness, holds when a program describes a "total" 
relation between database instances. By this, we mean that the program always 
admits at least one output on every input. 
(2) The second property, called loop-freeness, guarantees that on every input, the 
program never enters an infinite loop. In other words, for each input, each computa-
tion terminates. 
(3) The last property, called functionality, expresses that on a given input, all 
successful computations reach a unique fixpoint (This can be viewed as a Church-
Rosser property.) There may be computations that go into infinite loops. 
Clearly, these three properties are important for implementation purposes (see 
[9]). Furthermore, the study of these properties brings new insights into the nondeter-
ministic semantics and the use of negative literals in heads. 
We systematically study each of one of the three properties for each Datalog 
extension and for sublanguages. Surprisingly, queries and arbitrary programs behave 
differently with respect to them. Less surprisingly, we show that, in most cases, 
when a property does not hold in general for a given (sub)language, the property 
is undecidable. Besides this main theme, the paper provides the following related 
contributions; 
(1) It is important to know when the deterministic and nondeterministic semantics 
coincide to be able (for efficiency reason) to implement the nondeterministic seman-
tics using the deterministic one. We study this issue and doing so, answer an open 
problem of [13]. 
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Language 
N-Datalog 
N-Datalog' 
N-Datalog* 
N- Datalog '* 
Datalog 
Datalog' 
Datalog* 
Datalog'* 
Languages 
Functional 
query 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Table 1 
Total 
query 
yes 
yes 
no 
=> loop-free 
(decidable) 
no 
:;Q loop-free 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
=> loop-free 
Table 2 
Functional 
program 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
Semantics coincidence 
Datalog and N-Datalog programs 
Datalog' and N-Datalog' queries 
Datalog* and N-Datalog* programs 
Datalog* and N-Datalog* queries 
yes 
no, undecidable 
no, undecidable 
no, decidable 
Total 
program 
yes 
yes 
no 
:;Q loop-free 
no 
:;Q loop-free 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
=> loop-free 
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(2) Although loops are inherently present as soon as "deletions" are introduced, 
there is a subtle way of avoiding them. We introduce the notion of "loop-free 
simulation" of programs with loops and prove that for both deterministic and 
nondeterministic programs, such simulations always exist. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary background on 
the Datalog extensions that are studied and introduces the properties that are 
considered. Section 3 is concerned with total ness and loop-freeness. Section 4 is 
devoted to the study of functionality. The deterministic and nondeterministic seman-
tics are compared in Section 5. In Section 6, we consider the simulation of programs 
containing loops by loop-free programs. Table 1 summarizes the results of Sections 
3 and 4, and Table 2 that of Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we briefly recall the languages of [4] that are considered in the 
present paper. We also introduce the three properties that are studied. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and terminology 
of relational databases [15]. We also refer to [11] for a survey of the field. We first 
review some database terminology and notation. 
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We assume the existence of three infinite and pairwise disjoint sets of symbols: 
the set of predicates, the set of constants, and the set of variables. With each predicate, 
is associated a particular integer called the arity. A fact over a predicate R of arity 
n is an expression of the form R(al, ... , an) where each ai is a constant. A database 
schema is a finite set of predicates. A (database) instance over a schema f/ is a 
finite set of facts over predicates in f/. Let I be a set of facts and Q a predicate in 
S. Then J[ Q] is the set of facts over Q in 1. 
Definition 2.1. A literal is an expression of the form (,)Q(XI, ... ,xm ) where m ~ 0, 
Q is a predicate of arity m and each Xi is a variable. An eq-literal is an expression 
of the form (,)xl = X2 where Xl, X2 are variables. 
The first Datalog extension is obtained by allowing negative literals in both the 
bodies and the heads of rules. 
Definition 2.2. A Datalog'* rule is an expression of the form 
(n ~ 0) where A and each B, are literals. 
A Datalog'* program is a pair (f, f/) where r is a finite set of Datalog'* rules 
and f/ a set of predicates. (The meaning of Y will be given later.) If the literals in 
heads of rules are all positive, the program is also a Datalog' program; and if the 
literals in bodies are all positive, the program is also a Datalog* program. If all 
literals are positive, the program is a Datalog program. 
Note that the programs that we consider do not have occurrences of constants. 
This is in order to study a "pure" language. Constants can be added easily without 
changing the framework. 
These Datalog languages are further extended by allowing multiple literals in the 
heads of rules. 
Definition 2.3. An N-Datalog'* rule is an expression of the form 
(k ~ 1, n ~ 0), where each AJ is a literal and each B, is a literal or an eq-literal. 
An N-Datalog'* program is a pair (r, g) where r is a finite set of N-Datalog-'* 
rules and f/ a set of predicates. If the literals in heads are all positive, the program 
is also an N-Datalog -, program; and if the literals in bodies are all positive, the 
program is also an N-Datalog* program. If all literals are positive, the program is 
an N-Datalog program. 
Intuitively, a program (r, Y') defines a mapping from instances over g to instances 
over the predicates occurring in the program. (The predicates in g are called input 
predicates.) The languages in the second extension are called N-Datalog languages 
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because they will be assigned a nondeterministic semantics. On the contrary, Datalog 
languages in the first extension will be assigned a deterministic semantics. Note the 
difference in syntax between deterministic (i.e., Datalog) and nondeterministic (i.e., 
N-Datalog) rules: nondeterministic rules may have several literals in the head, and 
may use equality in the body. From the semantics we shall describe, it will become 
clear that the additional features would be redundant in the deterministic case. 
Definition 2.4. Let r be a Datalog '* rule. Let I be a set of facts and r' be a ground 
instance of r such that (i) each literal of the body is a fact in J and (ii) each variable 
is valuated to some constant occurring in I. Then the ground literal of the head of 
r' is called an immediate consequence of I using r. The set of all the immediate 
consequences of I using a set of rules r is denoted imm_consr(I). 
Intuitively, the set of immediate consequences of I using rules in r is obtained 
by firing in parallel all the rules for all possible valuations of rules in r that are 
applicable in I. 
2.1. Deterministic semantics 
Let r be a set of Datalog '* rules. r also denotes a mapping over sets of facts 
defined by: for each I, (I,1) is in r where J consists of the facts A such that: 
• A is in I u imm_consrCI) and -,A is not in imm_consdJ) or 
• A is in I and A, -,A are both in imm_consr(I). 
If the sequence rl(I), r 2(I), ... has a limit, it is denoted roo(I). 
Note that the deterministic semantics of a program can be viewed as a function 
or alternatively as a relation among database instances (i.e., the graph of the 
function). 
The language Datalog' with the above semantics has been independently intro-
duced in [12,4]. 
To introduce the nondeterministic semantics, we define a different notion of 
immediate consequences of a set of facts using a rule. Let r be an N-Datalog '* 
rule. Let I be a set of facts and r' be a ground instance of r such that (i) each literal 
of the body of r' is a fact in I and each eq-literal of the body of r' holds, (ii) the 
head of r' is consistent and (iii) each variable is valuated to some constant occurring 
in I. Then the set of literals in the head of r' is called an immediate consequence of 
. , I usmg r. 
By condition (ii) above, a ground instance of a rule is not considered if it contains 
a ground literal A and its negation. 
2.2. Nondeterministic semantics 
Let r be an N- Datalog '* program. r defines a relation over sets of facts, denoted 
rn, as follows: for each I, (I, J) is in rn if for some immediate consequence 
A" ... ,Ap , -,B" ... , -,Bq of I using some instantiation of a rule in r: 
J = (I u {A), .... , Ap}) -{Bit ... , Bq}. 
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Some pair (I, J) is in r;: iff there exists a sequence 10 = I, ... , In = J such that (i) 
for each i, (Ij, /,+1) Ern and (ii) there is no J' ¥- J with (J, J') Ern' 
We next introduce the main properties that are studied in the paper. We present 
them in the case of nondeterministic programs and then consider the deterministic 
case. 
Let (r, g) be an N- Datalog '* program. 
totalness: If for each input lover g, there is some J such that (I, J) is in r;:, 
we shall say that (r, g) is total. 
loop-freeness: If there is no infinite sequence {In}, n;;:'O, such that (i) 10 is an 
instance over g, (ii) for each i, (I .. Ij+l) Ern and (iii) for each i, I, ¥- 1,+1, we shall 
say that (r, g) is loop-free. 
functionality: Let Q be a predicate. If 
{(I, J[Q])I lover g, (I, J) E r~} 
is the graph of a (partial) function, we shall say that (r, Y) is functional for Q. If 
(r, g) is functional for each predicate, we say that (r, g) is functional. 
These notions are defined similarly for Datalog '* programs. Note that by 
definition, Datalog '* programs are functional. Also, loop-freedom implies total ness 
for N-Datalog '*. For Datalog '*, total ness is equivalent to loop-freedom. 
2.3. Query programs 
Programs are often used to query the database. In the context of queries, it is 
traditional to distinguish between: 
• the extensional predicates (EDB) that occur only in the bodies of rules, and 
• the intensional predicates (IDB) that occur in heads of rules (and possibly also 
in bodies). 
The intuition is that the input is an instance over the EDB predicates and the 
program does not modify the input. In that spirit, a program (r, g) is a query if g 
is the set of predicates which do not occur in heads of rules (i.e., the EDB predicates). 
We use r as a shorthand for a query (r, g) since g is determined by r. 
3. Totalness and loop-freedom 
In this section, we study total ness and loop-freedom. We identify languages where 
programs are total and loop-free. For other languages, we prove that these properties 
cannot be guaranteed, and that one cannot decide in general whether given programs 
satisfy them. 
3.1. Basic properties 
Theorem 3.2 below states that certain classes of programs are always total and 
loop-free. To show Theorem 3.2(ii), we use a technical lemma which shows that 
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Datalog* queries are essentially inflationary. By this, we mean that a computation 
of a Oatalog* query on an input I, consists in deriving new facts without ever 
invalidating previously asserted facts. More formally, 
Lemma 3.1. Let r be a Datalog* query and I an instance over the EDB predicates 
of r. Then for each i, riel) ~ r+I(I). 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Since the EOB predicates are not modified, 
I ~ rl(l). Suppose that for some i, ri(l) ~ r+I(I). Let Q(d) be in r+I(I). Two 
• 
cases arise: 
(1) Q is an EOB predicate, so Q(d) is in r+2(1). 
(2) Q is an lOB predicate. Since Q(d) is in ri+I(I), Q(d) is an immediate 
consequence of rl(I) using r for some j in [0, i]. By the induction hypothesis and 
since there are no negative literals in rule bodies of I: Q(d) is an immediate 
consequence of r+I(I) using r. Since QUi) is an immediate consequence of ["+1(1) 
using r and is in r+I(l), Q(d) is in r+2(1) by definition of the determinisitc 
semantics. 
Thus, ri+I(l) ~ ri+2(I). 0 
Remark. The previous result shows that Datalog* queries are inflationary. One 
would be then tempted to believe that given such a query l~ an equivalent query is 
obtained by erasing all rules with negative literals in heads. In fact, this need not 
be the case. Rules with negative heads, although not used for deleting existing 
tuples, may be used to inhibit the derivation of new tuples. This results in an 
increased power over Datalog programs. Indeed, one obtains exactly the power of 
-, . Datalog queries. 
Theorem 3.2. (i) Da ta log -, and N-Datalog -, programs are total and loop-free. (ii) 
Datalog* queries are total and loop-free. 
Proof. The proof of (i) is straightforward. To see (ii), we use Lemma 3.1. By this 
lemma, Oatalog* queries are total and loop-free by finiteness. 0 
The next results state that total ness (and therefore loop-freedom) cannot be 
guaranteed in the other cases. 
Proposition 3.3. (1) N-Datalog* queries are not always total. 
(2) Datalog '* queries are not always total. 
(3) Datalog* programs are not always total. 
Proof. To see (1), consider the N-Datalog* query consisting of the single rule: 
P(x, y), -,P(y, x) ~ Q(y, x) 
with input {Q(O, 0, Q(1, O)}. 
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To see (2), consider the behavior of the Datalog '* query:' 
P(x, y) ~ -lStepone, Qo(x), Q, (y), 
stepone~ , 
,P(x, y), P(y, x) ~ P(x, y) 
on input 1 = {Qo(O), Q,(1 n. Observe that the simpler query 
P(x, y)~ Qo(x), Q,(y), 
,P(x, y), P(y, x) ~ P(x, y) 
is loop-free by Theorem 3.2. For instance, on input I, once P(O, 1) has been derived 
by the first rule, this first rule is still applicable and prevents the second rule from 
erasing it. 
For (3), consider the Datalog* program (r, {P}) where r consists of the single rule: 
,P(x, y), P(y, x) ~ P(x, y). 0 
In a next proposition, we relate the two properties. To prove it, we need an analog 
of Lemma 3.1 for N-Datalog*. By this lemma, N-Datalog* queries are (roughly 
speaking) inflationary. Other properties of N-Datalog* queries such as functionality 
will easily follow from the lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let r be an N-Datalog* query and I an instance over the EDB predicates 
of r. Let (10 = I, ... , In = J) be a computation of r on input I reaching a jixpoint 1. 
Then (i) for each i, I j £ Ii+' and (ii) each computation of r on input I terminates at J. 
Proof. First consider (i). The proof is by induction. It is obvious for i = O. Suppose 
that it holds for some i. Suppose that A is some fact in Ii+' - 1,+2' Two cases occur: 
(1) At J. Since ED B predicates are not modified, I £ J. Thus, since there are no 
negative literals in bodies, the sequence of rules which led to introducing A from 
1 is still applicable in J. Hence J is not a fixpoint, a contradiction. 
(2) AE J. For similar reasons as in (1), there is a sequence of rule applications 
leading to the deletion of A. Thus J is not a fixpoint, a contradiction. 
Thus, by (1) and (2), I j+,£I,+2' 
Now to see (ii), consider a computation of r on input 1. Two cases occur: 
• The computation terminates at a fixpoint J'. We first show that J £ J'. By (1), no 
fact derived in a computation leading to a fixpoint is deleted. If A is a fact in J, 
there is a sequence of rules deriving A from 1. Since 1 £ J' and there are no 
negative literals in bodies, the same sequence of rules can be used to derive A 
from J'. Since J' is a fixpoint, A E J'. Thus, J £ J'. By symmetry, J' S; J, so J = J'. 
I We use Datalog rules with multiple literal heads as "macros" with the obvious semantics. 
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• The computation I~ = I, ... , I:, ... is nonterminating. By finiteness, there exists 
i with I: g; 1:+ 1 , Thus some fact t has been derived and then deleted. Since there 
is no negation in the rules, and I £; J, the sequence of rules deriving t is applicable 
from J, so t is in J, as J is a fixpoint. By the same argument, the sequence of 
rules deleting t is applicable from J, so J is not a fixpoint, a contradiction. 0 
Note in the proof the crucial use of the fact that input predicates are not modified. 
If this is relaxed, the result does not hold. Observe also that the previous lemma 
does not imply that N-Oatalog* query computations never delete tuples. However, 
it implies that if a tuple is deleted in a step, the computation is nonterminating. 
We are now ready to state the following. 
Proposition 3.5. (1) A Datalog '* program is loop-free iff it is total. 
(2) An N-Datalog* query is loop-free iff it is total. 
(3) An N-Datalog* program may be total without being loop-free. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward. (2) is a direct consequence of Lemma 
3.4. To see (3), consider the N-Oatalog* program (r, {P}) with r consisting of: 
-,P(x, y), P(y, x) +- P(x, y), 
-,P(x, y) +-. 
On input 1= {P(O, I}}, an infinite loop can be found. However, the program is total 
since (by the second rule) the empty instance is a valid output for any input. 0 
3.2. Deciding totalness and loop-freedom 
In this section, we show undecidability results for total ness and loop-freedom. 
We exhibit a decision procedure only for an important subcase. 
We first consider the deterministic languages with negation in heads (i.e. Datalog* 
and Oatalog '*) first for programs, then queries. 
Theorem 3.6. (i) It is undecidable, given a Datalog* program r, whether r is loop-free 
(total), and (ii) it is undecidable, given a Datalog '* query r whether r is loop-free 
( total). 
Proof. We first prove (i). The proof is by reduction from the FO-implication problem 
for Oatalog queries: 
FD-implicationfor Datalog: 2 Given a Oatalog query r, a functional dependency 
(FO) R: 1-+ 2 over some binary EOB predicate R of r, and an FO S: 1 -+ 2 over 
some binary lOB predicate S of r, is it true that for each instance lover the EOB 
predicates, 
IFR:l-+2 implies r'''(I)FS:l-+2? 
2 We restrict somewhat the problem by requiring that the predicates Rand S are binary. The 
undecidability is shown in [1] for this restricted version of the problem. 
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• 
Fact (Abiteboul and Hull [1]). The FD-implication problem for Datalog IS 
undecidable. 
Let (rl , R : 1 ~ 2, S: I ~ 2) be an instance of the FD-implication problem for 
Datalog. Let flip, flop, continue be new unary predicates and R a binary predicate. 
Consider the Datalog* program (r, Y) defined by: 
• Y' consists of the EDB predicates of r l together with flip, flop, continue and 
• r consists of the rules of r l and of the following rules: 
A (1) (a) R(y,yl)~R(x,y),R(x,y'). 
A (b) -,R(y,y)~. 
A (c) -,continue(w)+-R(y,y'). 
(2) -,continue( w) +- flip(y ),flop(y). 
(3) -ljlip(y), -,jIop(z), flip(z), flop(y)+-
flip(y), flop(z), Sex, y), sex, z), continue( w). 
Claim. r is loop-free iff the FD-implication problem has a positive answer for 
(r), R: 1 ~ 2, S: I ~ 2). 
Only-if part: Assume that the FD-implication problem has a negative answer for 
(rl , R : I ~ 2, S: I ~ 2). We show that r is not loop-free. Let J be the fixpoint of r l 
on an input I such that 1 F= R: 1 ~ 2, and J !;to S: 1 ~ 2. Let S( a, b), Sea, b') be two 
facts in J with b ¥ b'. (Such facts exist since J !;to S: I ~ 2.) Let l' be an instance of 
Y' such that: 
• for each EDB predicate Q of r l , IT Q] = I[ Q], 
• l'(flip)={b}, J'(flop)={b'}, and continue is nonempty. 
We consider the computation of r on input l'. By construction, l' F= R : I ~ 2, and 
Rule I(b) prevents the insertion of tuples in R. Now, since flip and flop have an 
empty intersection, Rule 2 is never applicable, and continue is never emptied. Finally, 
Rule 3 enters an infinite loop because of the dependency violation in S. 
If part: Assume that the FD-implication problem has a positive answer for 
(rl , R: I ~ 2, S: I ~ 2). We show that r is loop-free. Let l' be an instance over the 
EDB predicates of r and I the projection of l' over the EDB predicates of r l · The 
following cases arise: 
• l'11= R: I ~ 2. Then some tuple is entered in R by Rule 1(a) and continue is 
emptied at the second step by Rule I(c). After that, a fixpoint is reached when 
r l saturates. 
A • • 
• l' F= R: 1 ~ 2. Then, Rule 1 (b) prevents the insertion of tuples in R. Two cases anse. 
(1) If flip, flop or continue is empty in 1. Then a fixpoint is reached when r l 
saturates. 
(2) If flip and flop have a nonempty intersection in l', continue is emptied at the 
first step and a fixpoint is reached when r l saturates. 
(3) Otherwise, since 1 F= R : 1 ~ 2, J F= S: 1 ~ 2, so Rule 3 is never applicable. 
Therefore a fixpoint is also reached when r l saturates. 
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We next consider part (ii) of the Theorem. The proof is similar to the proof of part 
(i). The difficulty here is that the EOB predicates (e.g., flip) cannot be modified. So 
they are first copied in a first step into new lOB predicates. The simulation is next 
performed on the copies. Note that the language provides the necessary control to 
connect up the copy step and the simulation one. 0 
We now turn to the nondeterministic case. We next exhibit a decision procedure 
for N-Oatalog* queries. To prove it, we use a reduction to Datalog'" (Le., to Datalog 
extended with inequalities in rule bodies) satisfiability. The satisfiability problem 
for a language L is as follows: given a query r in L and a predicate Q occurring 
in r, does there exist a database lover the EDB predicates of r such that 
r OO ( 1)[ Q] ¥ 0. It is known that the satisfiability problem is decidable for Datalog 
[14]. We first extend that result to Datalog"'. Note that the same proof also works 
if constants are allowed in programs. 
Proposition 3.7. One can decide, given a Datalog" query r and an IDB predicate Q 
of r, whether r is satisfiable for Q. 
Proof. Let g be a schema and n an integer. Let I (g, n) be the set of instances over 
g defined as follows. An instance I is in I (g, n) if (i) there are exactly n constants 
occurring in I and (ii) I is the set of all facts over predicates in 9' that can be built 
with these n constants. 
Let r be a Oatalog'" query, n the maximum number of variables in a rule of I~ 
g the set of EDB predicates in rand Q some IDB of r. The n constants serve the 
purpose of allowing the various possible inequalities in the body of a rule. We show 
that 
(t) r is satisfiable for Q, iff there exists an instance I (Y, n) such that 
r OO ( 1)[ Q] ¥ 0. 
For suppose that this is the case. Then it clearly suffices to choose n constants and 
check whether roo(I)[ Q] ¥ 0 for the maximum instance lover 9' built with these 
n constants. 
To prove (t), we show by induction that for each k: 
(:j:) Some fact A is derivable by r from some instance over 9' in k steps, 
iff A is derivable by r from an instance 1(9', n). 
Basis of the induction: obvious. 
Induction: Suppose that (:j:) holds for some k and that A is derivable by r from 
some instance over g in k + 1 steps. Let 
be the ground instance of a rule that is used in the (k + 1 )th step. Then, each B, is 
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derivable in k steps. By induction, each Bi is also derivable by r from an instance 
I (Y', n). By isomorphism, they are all derivable from the same instance 1. Hence, 
A is derivable from an instance lUI, n). By induction, (:I:) holds. Hence (t) is 
proven. 0 
Using this proposition and Lemma 3.4, we have: 
Theorem 3.S. One can decide, given an N-Datalog* query r, whether r is loop-free 
or total. 
Proof (sketch). As mentioned above, the proof is by reduction to the satisfiability 
of Datalog" queries. Let r be an N-Datalog* query. We use two programs r, and 
/'2 which can be viewed as computing the positive and negative parts of I: r, is a 
Datalog'" program that for each input I, computes all the facts that can be derived 
from I using r. r 2 is a Datalog'" program computing the facts that can be potentially 
" 
"invalidated" by rules in I: /'2 computes on a set of new IDB predicates (say {Q Q 
is an IDB predicate occurring in r}) to separate the two computations. Let 
be a rule in I: Then r, and 1'2 contain rules simulating respectively the positive 
and negative fragments of (t): 
(1) A rule of r, is obtained by applying the following sequence of modifications 
to (t): for each j, k + l.s;;j.s;; I, remove -,Bj(x,) and for each j with Bj = Ai> add the 
inequali ty3 "Xi "¢ Xi" to the body of the rule. 
(2) A rule of /'2 is obtained by applying the following sequence of modifications 
to (t): for each j, l.s;;j.s;; k, remove AJ(xj } and for each i with A} = B;, add the 
inequality "X,"¢ x," to the body of the rule. Also, replace each predicate -,BdXk) 
A 
in the head by Bdxk)' Finally, each IDB predicate C in the body of the rule is 
" replaced by C. 
Note that the inequality is needed. 
By Lemma 3.4, the instance resulting from applying r, on input I can be viewed 
as the candidate for being the result of r on I. Now, suppose that r has an infinite 
computation, then by finiteness, some tuple will have to be first derived then deleted. 
A 
This tuple will eventually be both in Q and Q. Thus, r is total or loop-free iff for 
each input I, no fact can be derived both by r, and r2 • Therefore consider the 
program J" consisting of r l , r 2 and the rule: 
" ok ... Q(x), Q(x) 
, We Illiow here Datalog~ programs with several literals in heads of rules and with inequalities of 
'he form u;t jj in the bodies. These features (with the obvious semantics) can be viewed as "macros". 
It is straightforward to transform a rule in this el(tended language into a set of conventional Datalog" rules. 
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for x a vector of distinct variables. Then, r' is satisfiable for ok iff r is not total 
iff r is not loop-free. 0 
To conclude this section, we consider the cases of N-Datalogojo programs and 
N-Oatalog"* queries. 
Theorem 3.9. (i) It is undecidable, given an N-Datalog* program I: wllt.'ther I' is 
loop-free (total), and (ii) it is undecidable, given a N-Datalog ,* query I: whether I' 
is loop-free (total). 
Proof. We first consider part (i). The proof is again by reduction from the FI)-
implication problem of Datalog queries. It resembles that of Theorem 3.6. 
Let (1'1, R : 1-+ 2, S: 1 -+ 2) be an instance of the FD-implication problem for 
A 
Oatalog. Let H, H', R be new predicates of respective arities I, 1,2. Then, consider 
the N-Oatalog* program (I~ 9'), where 
• 9' consists of the set of EOB predicates of F. with the exception of R, together 
A 
with H, H' and R, and 
• I' consists of the rules of r. and of the following rules: 
A (1) R(x,y), -'H(x)~R(x,y), H(x), 
(2) H'(y), --, H'(z) ~ S(x, y), S(x, z). 
ClaIm. I' is loop-free iff the FD-implication problem has a positive answer jlIT 
(I'. , R : 1 -+ 2, S: 1 -+ 2). 
Only if part: We show the contrapositive. Assume that the FD-implication prob-
lem has a negative answer. Then, there exists an instance / over the EDD predicates 
of F. such that / F= R: 1-+ 2 and r;( /) I;o!: S: I -+ 2. Let /' be an instance over the 
EOB predicates of I' such that: 
(i) for each EOB predicate 0 of F., with the exception of R, J[ 0] = rr 01. and 
A (ii) J'[R] = /[R] and I'[H] is the projection on the first attribute of J[ RJ. 
We consider the computation of I' on input I'. by Rule I, the content of R will 
satisfy R : 1 -+ 2. Also, when Rule 1 saturates, the content of R is exactly I [R J. Now, 
by hypothesis, a dependency violation arises in S after computing the rules of 1', 
up to saturation. Hence, by Rule 2, the program loops forever. 
If part: Let I be an instance over the EDB predicates of I~ By Rule I, 
I[ R] F= R: 1-+ 2. By hypothesis, the dependency is never violated in S. Thus, variables 
y and z in Rule 2 can only be valuated to the same constant, and the head of the 
rule is inconsistent. Thus, a fixpoint is reached when the rules of 1'. saturate and J' 
is loop-free. 
We now come to Part (ii). The proof is similar to the proof of part (i). The 
difficulty is that now the EOD predicates cannot be modified. So they are first copied 
into new lOB predicates. (More precisely, a subset of the input is nondeterministi-
cally copied first.) The simulation is next performed on the copies of the EDD 
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predicates. Note that the language provides the necessary control to connect up the 
copy and the simulation steps. 0 
4. Functionality 
In this section, we study the functionality property. Programs with the deterministic 
semantics are functional. We show that N-Datalog programs and N-Datalog* queries 
are also functional. In all other cases, the functional property cannot be guaranteed. 
Furthermore, one cannot decide whether a program is functional. 
4.1. Basic properties 
Theorem 4.1. (i) Datalog '* programs, (ii) N-Datalog programs, and (iii) N-
Datalog* queries are functional. 
Proof. (i) is true by definition, (ii) is obvious and (iii) is by Lemma 3.4. 0 
We also have: 
Proposition 4.2. (i) There exist N-Datalog' queries that are not functional; and (ij) 
there exist N-Datalog* programs that are not functional. 
Proof. To show (i), consider the N-Datalog' query consisting of the single rule: 
P(x, y) ~ Q(x, y), ,P(x, y), ,P(y, x) 
and input 1= {Q(O, 1), Q(1, O)}. 
To see (ii), consider the N-Datalog* program (r, {P}) where r consists of the 
single rule: 
,P(x,y)~ P(x,y), P(y, x) 
and the input I={P(O, 1), P(1,O)}. 0 
4.2. Undecidability of the functionality property 
In this section, we prove that the functionality property is undecidable for 
N-Datalog' queries and N-Datalog* programs. 
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Theorem 4.3. It is undecidable, given an N.Datalog --, query r, and a predicate R 
whether r is functional for R. 
Proof. The proof is by reduction from the containment of Datalog queries. 
Containment4 : Given two Datalog queries, r 1 and r 2 , r) is contained by r 2 for 
Q, noted r 1 r;;. Q r 2 , iff for every instance lover the EDB predicates, r~(I)[ Q] r;;. 
r~(I)[Q]. 
Fact (Shmueli [14]). One cannot decide given two Datalog queries r 1 and r 2 over 
the same EDB predicates and with one common IDB predicate Q, whether r 1 ~ Q r 2 • 
Let r) and r 2 be two Datalog queries over the same EDB predicates and with 
one common IDB predicate Q. Let n be the query obtained by marking IDB 
predicates in r 2 to distinguish them from predicates in r 1 • Suppose Q' is the marked 
version of Q. 
Let steptwo, H, R be three new O·ary predicates. Then consider the N·Datalog--' 
query r consisting of the following rules: 
(1) head ~ body, -,steptwo for all rules: head +- body in r 1 or n. 
(2) step two +-. 
(3) H ~ Q(i), -,Q'(i), steptwo where i is a vector of distinct variables. 
(4) R~-'H. 
(5) R ~ body, -,A, steptwo for all rules: head ~ body in r 1 or n and A is the 
literal in head. 
It suffices to show: 
(t) r 1 ~ Q r2 iff r is functionalfor R. 
Suppose first that the containment holds. Two cases occur in the computation of 
the query r: 
• Rules 1 are applied first to saturation. Because of the containment, Rule 3 is 
never applied and R is derived by Rule 4. 
• Rule 2 is applied before Rules 1 saturate. Then R is derived by Rule 5. 
Thus R is always derived and r is functional in R. 
Conversely, suppose that the containment does not hold. Let I be an input such 
that 
r~(I)[ Q] g r~(I)[ Q]. 
Consider the following two computations of r on input I: 
• Rule 4 is applied first to derive R. 
• Rules 1 are applied to saturation. Next Rule 2 is applied, then H is derived using 
Rule 3. Rules 4 and 5 will never become applicable, so R is not derived. 
Thus r is not functional in R. 0 
4 Our formulation is slightly different but equivalent to that of [14]. 
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Remark. Note that undecidability of functionality for an IDB predicate Q does not 
imply undecidability of "global functionality" (i.e., functionality for all predicates). 
Theorem 4.4. It is undecidable, given an N-Datalog* program (r, f/) and an IDB 
predicate, Q, whether this program is functional for Q. 
Proof. The proof is again by reduction from the containment of Datalog programs. 
Let r
" 
r 2 , Q, Q' and n be like in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Let stepone, step two 
be two new O-ary predicates. Then consider the program (r, 9') where f/ consists 
of the set of EDB in r) together with the predicate stepone, and r consists of the 
following N-Datalog* rules: 
(1) head ~ body, stepone for each rule head ~ body in r). 
(2) -,stepone, steptwo ~ . 
(3) head +- body, steptwo for each rule head +- body in r~. 
(4) -,Q(x) +- Q'(x). 
Note that the computation of r) can be interrupted nondeterministically at any 
stage by Rule 2. In particular, Rule 2 can always be applied before starting to apply 
Rule 1. Thus, for any input I, there exists a fixpoint of r with empty projection on 
Q. Hence, the program r is functional for Q iff the last rule is always capable of 
erasing each tuple in Q. In particular, this must be true when Rules 1 have been 
saturated before applying Rule 2. Then, we have: 
Claim. r) ~ Q r 2 iff (r, 9') is functional for Q. 
5. Determinism vs. nondeterminism 
In this section, we are concerned with programs that can be assigned both a 
deterministic and a nondeterministic semantics, i.e., in sets of rules with single literal 
heads and without occurrence of the equality predicate. Such sets of rules can be 
viewed as Datalog'* or as N-Datalog'* programs. Although pondeterministic 
programs can be functional, it is not necessarily true in that case that the nondeter-
ministic semantics coincides with the deterministic semantics. The latter property 
is nonetheless interesting for an optimization purpose. Indeed, as discussed in [13], 
implementing a nondeterministic program with deterministic semantics allows more 
efficient processing of the program. This is due to the fact that several instantiations 
of rules can be "fired" in parallel without changing the final result. In particular, 
for a given rule, the parallel firing of all its instantiations can be efficiently imple-
mented using relational algebra operations. In this section, we study when the 
nondeterministic semantics of a program in the Datalog-like languages coincide 
with the deterministic semantics. 
Obviously, for programs without negation, the deterministic and nondeterministic 
semantics coincide. 
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Let us consider now the Datalog --, queries. The following example shows that 
functionality and coincidence of deterministic semantics are distinct properties. 
Example 5.1. Consider the query r consisting of the rules: 
A +- ,A, ,B, 
B +- ,A, ,B, 
e +- A, ,B, 
e +- ,A, B, 
A+- e, 
B+-C. 
This query, with nondeterministic semantics, is functional for all predicates. 
However, with the nondeterministic semantics, A, B, C are derived, whereas with 
the deterministic one, only A, Bare. 
One can show that one cannot decide, given a query in Datalog-' and N-Datalog-" 
whether the deterministic and nondeterministic semantics coincide. 
Theorem 5.2. It is undecidable, given a query r' in both N-Da ta log -, and Datalog' 
and a predicate T, whether for each instance lover the EDB predicates of r': 
{J[ T] I (I, J) E r~OO} = {r'oo(l) [ T]}. 
Proof. Consider the construction of the query r in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Let 
T be a new O-ary predicate. Then, consider the program r' consisting of r together 
with the rule: T +- R. One can easily check that the T is always derived with the 
deterministic semantics and that it is derived with the nondeterministic semantics 
iff r, ~ Q r2 • Thus the nondeterministic and the deterministic semantics coincide 
with respect to T iff the nondeterministic program r is functional for T iff 
r) ~Qr2' 0 
Let us now consider the N-Datalog* case. In this case again, the deterministic 
and nondeterministic semantics may differ even for functional programs as shown 
by the following program. 
Example 5.3. Consider the program (r, {A}) consisting of the rules: 
,Q +- A, 
Q+-A, 
,A +- Q. 
This program, with nondeterministic semantics is functional for all predicates. 
However, on input A, it yields {Q} with the nondeterministic semantics and {A} 
with the deterministic one. 
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Indeed, for N-Datalog* programs, we have: 
Theorem 5.4. It is undecidable, given a program (r,9') in both N-Datalog* and 
Datalog* and a predicate T, whether for each instance lover 9': 
{J[ T] I (I, J) E r~OO} = {r'oo(l)[ T] I r'OO(I) [ T] is defined}. 
Proof. The proof resembles that of Theorem 5.2. Consider the construction of the 
program r in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Let T be a new O-ary predicate. Consider 
the program r' consisting of r together with the rules: 
T~ Q(x), 
-,T~ Q(x), 
-'Q(x)~ T. 
With the deterministic semantics, T is never derived. With the nondeterministic 
semantics, T is never derived iff Q is empty iff r) S;;; Q r 2 • 0 
In the previous two proofs, we use the fact that N-Datalog -, queries (respectively, 
N-Datalog* programs) are not always functional which is a major difference with 
the deterministic counterparts of these languages. Let us now consider the N-
Datalog* queries. The same argument cannot be used here since such queries are 
functional. 
As shown by the following example, the two semantics may differ also in this case. 
Example 5.5. Consider the query r consisting of the rules: 
-'Q~, 
Q~. 
With the deterministic semantics, Q is never derived. With the nondeterministic 
one, the query loops forever. 
Although the two semantics may differ also in the case of N-Datalog* queries, 
we next show that one can detect when this happens. To prove it, we use a technical 
lemma that compares the two semantics. 
Recall that an N-Datalog* query is functional. Thus each r:: can be viewed as 
a function. We show that the function is closely related to roo. 
Lemma 5.6. Let r be both a Datalog* and N-Datalog* query and R a predicate. Then 
for each lover the EDB predicates of r: 
if r~(I)[R] is defined, r~(I)[R] = roo(I)[R]. 
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Proof. The proof is a straightforward induction using Lemma 3.4. 0 
By the previous lemma and using Theorem 3.2, which says that Datalog* queries 
are total, the two semantics coincide iff the N-Datalog* query is total which can be 
decided by Theorem 3.8. Thus, we have: 
Theorem 5.7. It is decidable, given a query r in both N-Datalog* and Datalog*, 
whether the deterministic and nondeterministic semantics coincide. 
6. Avoiding loops 
Although loops are inherently present as soon as "deletions" are introduced, 
there is a subtle way of avoiding them. A first illustration of this can be found in 
[3]. Loops are used there in a simulation of a procedural language by a declarative 
one. The case is made that loops can be "detected". We prove that this is the case, 
in a more fundamental way. More precisely, we introduce a notion of "loop-free 
simulation" of programs with loops and prove that for both deterministic and 
nondeterministic programs, such simulations always exist. 
Let r be a program using predicates in g. Let r be a program using the predicates 
in g and a distinguished O-ary predicate (not in g), say defined. Then r is a 
loop-free simulation of r if: on each input lover g, r always stops and: 
• there is a nonterminating computation of r on input I iff there is a computation 
of r on I which stops with defined false, 
• r stops on input I with J as final state iff there is a computation of r on input 
I which stops with defined true, and the restriction of the output to g is J. 
Theorem 6.1. Each N-Da ta log '* program has a loop-free simulation in N-Datalog"'*. 
Proof. Intuitively, we implement a counter of computation steps. An overflow of 
the counter indicates the presence of a loop. 
Let r be an N-Datalog -,* program. We obtain a loop-free simulation r as follows. 
Let PI, ... , Pm be the predicates occurring in r. Let P be a new predicate with 
arity(P) = N = I(arity(P;» + 1 
and order be a predicate of arity 2. The predicate order will contain some arbitrary 
ordering of the constants in the input, say, {(ao, at), (at, a2),"" (a,,-2, a,,-t)}. 
The loop-free simulation r of r works as follows. First r computes in order 
some arbitrary ordering of the constants occurring in the input instance. Based on 
this ordering a counter is implemented in relation P to count up to 2"1'1 - 1. This is 
done as follows. A tuple in P can be viewed as an N-digit number in base n, i.e. 
as an integer between 0 and n N -1. Now, the possible instances of P can be viewed 
as the subsets of M = [0 .. n N -1]. Let I be an instance over P with entries in 
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{ao, ... , an _\}. Then I can be viewed as a set {i\ , ... , ik } of integers between 0 and 
n N - 1. Furthermore, I can be viewed as representing the integer 
k 
L 2',-1. 
j=\ 
This gives a bijection between instances over P with entries in {ao, ... , an_I} and 
[0 .. 2"N -1]. Indeed, one can effectively implement in N-Datalog '* a counter 
between 0 and 2nN - 1 in P. The lack of control due to nondeterminism is compensated 
by the existence of the ordering of the constants. 
Now, r alternates r-steps and counting-steps. The important point to notice is 
that the number of possible states reached in a computation of r is always less 
than 2"N -1 by construction of N. If the counter in r reaches 2"N -1, then the 
computation in r entered some loop, and r stops with defined false. 
There is a subtlety in the use of order. Because of nondeterminism, one can never 
be sure that order contains all the constants occurring in I since control can be 
transferred prematurely to the simulation part. However, it can be ensured that r 
will eventually detect that the counting is done on an incomplete ordering. In that 
case, the counter is reset to zero and order is expanded. In particular, such a 
checkpoint can be forced when r believes that a loop has been encountered. Then, 
besides resetting the counter to zero, r must be defined to true to acknowledge the 
fact that the detection of a loop may have been erroneous. 0 
Theorem 6.2. Each Datalog '* program has a loop-free simulation in Da ta log '*. 
Proof. Intuitively, we carry on two identical computations in parallel. The computa-
tions are shifted by a fixed number of steps. When the two computations reach an 
identical state, we just have to check whether this state is a fixpoint. If this is not 
so, a loop has been detected. 
Let r be a Datalog '* program. Let r' be the program obtained by replacing each 
.. 
lOB predicate Q by a new predicate Q (i.e., by "marking" each lOB predicate) in 
r. The loop-free simulation is realized by a program F" as follows. r" runs rand 
r in parallel. Two steps of r are simulated for each step of r. Intuitively, loops 
are detected by checking that rand r reached the "same" state, i.e., that for each 
... Q, Q and Q have the same content. Suppose that on some input I, r enters in step 
M a loop of length K steps. Then for each n;;:. M and j;;:.l, r"(I) = rn+(jK)(I). 
In particular, for n = MK and j = M, 
rMK (I) = r2MK (I). 
Now consider the computation of F". When r has computed MK steps, r has 
computed 2MK steps. At this point, F" can detect that rand r are in the same state. 
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More precisely, r" performs the following: 
while true do 
realize one iteration of r; 
realize two iterations of r'; 
if rand r' reached the same state 
then if r reached a fixpoint 
then make defined true and stop 
else make defined false and stop 
endwhile 
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The control necessary for the above simulation can be implemented in 
Datalog '*. 0 
The previous results suggest the following open problem. 
Open problem. (i) Do all N-Datalog* programs have loop-free simulations in 
N-Datalog*? (ii) Do all Datalog* programs have a loop-free simulation in Datalog*? 
7. Conclusion 
Some important properties of Datalog extensions of [4] have been studied. We 
showed that, unfortunately, the property of being functional, loop-free or total are 
lost in most cases and that these properties are in general undecidable. With respect 
to nondeterministic programs, the situation is even worse since even when the 
semantics is functional, one cannot guarantee that it coincides with the deterministic 
• 
semantics. 
Is the situation as bad as it looks? We believe not. First, we exhibited sublanguages 
with at least some nice properties. Also, we presented a technique for simulation 
of loops. (A similar technique for detection of "nonfunctionality" can be developed.) 
This suggests that although compile time detection of these properties is not feasible 
in general, run time detection is realistic. 
The negative results that we presented and the importance (in our opinion) of 
the problems show that an important direction of research is to develop sufficient 
criteria for the properties. In that respect, constructions in the paper may provide 
useful guidelines for developing such criteria. 
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